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Introduction 
  
Our class has been tasked with building a new system that can be used 
by the faculty members in the IAKM (Information Architecture and 
Knowledge Management) program at Kent State University to archive 
and share course content and learning objects. These objects include 
everything from lecture recordings, screencasts, assignment outlines, 
quizzes, practice exercises, readings, and more.  
 
We know that over the last few decades, instructors created objects and 
content individually and collaboratively. These learning objects will 
continue to get use as they are and will be used by instructors to build 
new courses and learning modules. The learning objects will also be used 
as models to build new learning objects, and may also be used to 
enhance and modify existing ones.  
 
I accomplished this goal, by building a repository of digital learning 
objects and content for the IAKM program.  
 
The Digital Repository, referred to throughout this document as “DR”  
will allow course developers to upload and store their learning objects 
with the appropriate tagging, metadata, and vocabularies to allow  
for robust search, retrieval, review, and downloading once the items  
are catalogued on the resulting web interface. 
 
The following report outlines all of the necessary elements of this DR, 
including: a basic Faceted search structure and an explanation of the 
Facets chosen; an sampling of appropriate Pick Lists and Synonym Rings 
used to support the Facets; a detailed Taxonomy of the learning objects 
included in the DR, with test cases and instructions explaining the correct 
use of the Taxonomy; a visual outline of the underlying Semantic Network; 
and a Data Dictionary sample with Metadata and Mapped Web 
Vocabulary to explain its implementation. 



	  

	  

Basic Facets 
 

P (PERSONALITY-THEMED FACETS)  
PEOPLE  Faculty and staff; lecturers; organizations: Professors 

and other facilitators can be a facet to use to search 
for learning objects related to the courses they work 
on. Information to connect with professors or 
organizations as a learning resource within the DR. 

AUTHOR A good facet to consider for this DR is the author of 
the learning resource. Useful for instructors just as much 
as students. 

 
M (MATTER-THEMED FACETS)  
SUBJECT: TOPIC The topic that each learning object covers. 
DISCIPLINE Since the IAKM program covers User Experience 

Design, Knowledge Management, and Health 
Informatics, it makes sense that learning resources  
be categorized by a “Discipline” facet. 

 
E (ENERGY-THEMED FACETS)  
FORMAT The action of the archived learning object (such as a 

quiz, or a lecture, or a video) can best be described 
as a “Format” for this DR. 

PLATFORM The locatable aspect of the learning object where the 
action takes place (such as Blackboard, or Join Me) 

 
S (SPACE-THEMED FACETS)  
LIBRARY Which library the resource is located in, whether a 

physical library, or the “online library” of resources for 
the department. 

COURSE Learning objects can be searchable by the course 
they were developed for. 

 
T (TIME-THEMED FACETS)  
EVENT Such as Student/faculty chats, webinars, or other 

activities. May include archives of past events that 
professors and students can access. Any learning 
object that could be searched by date. 

DATE OF 
PUBLICATION 

Probably to be used by faculty or staff more than 
students, this search facet would also allow for update 
or archival management. 

 
 



Overview of Facets 

From a learning designer's perspective, a learning object is a knowledge object that has 
been contextualized to the domain of learning — including a learning objective. Underlying 
this approach is the vision of computer-managed systems that dynamically assemble and 
serve appropriate objects to meet particular learning situations. Learning objects become 
stand-alone, modular entities, each incorporating its learning context (semantic 
relationships) in metadata included within the object itself. Hence, the alternate definition: 

A learning object is a knowledge object that includes relevant learning metadata, 
objectives, content, activities, and assessment. 

Epsilon Learning Systems: Learning Objects, http://epsilonlearning.com/objects.html 

This excerpt from our reading this week is the definition I chose to use  
as a standard guide in developing and cataloging the content on the 
digital repository for IAKM’s learning objects. According to the instructions 
we have been provided with for this assignment, we know that the 
learning objects we’ll be working to categorize and organize into a 
reusable, manageable system include: lecture recordings, screencasts, 
assignment outlines, quizzes, practice exercises, readings, and more. The 
objects and content have been created individually and collaboratively 
by the instructors who will use these existing materials to teach, and will 
continue to build new courses and learning modules, or enhance and 
modify these existing learning objects as needed in the future. 

With these elements in mind, and using the definition of a learning object 
in mind as I browsed through the websites in question (KSU IAKM Website, 
User Experience Design, Knowledge Management, and Health Informatics), I created 
the facet charts. I kept the structure of Ranganathan’s universal facets 
as I considered how it would be possible to search for the different 
aspects of a learning object. What would you know about a lecture
recording that you could use to search for it in a database? 
You might know who created it, or you might only know the topic it 
covers. After coming up with each possible facet, I also considered 
whether it was something that could be covered by a facet already 
created, or if it was completely unique as a standalone aspect of the 
learning object. I rejected any facet ideas that could be adopted by 
a facet already included on my list. I used this method of questioning 
to build 10 different facets that I think create a good starting point for 
my digital repository project. 

https://www.kent.edu/slis/information-architecture-and-knowledge-management
http://www.kent.edu/slis/uxd
http://www.kent.edu/slis/km
http://www.kent.edu/slis/health-informatics


	  

	  

Pick Lists and Synonym Rings 
 
P (PERSONALITY-THEMED FACET)  
PEOPLE  Used to search for learning objects related to the 

courses each person works with. Information to 
connect with professors or organizations as a learning 
resource within the DR. Allows a search to bring up 
results by identifying instructors who have used a 
resource in their course, even if not the original author. 

Pick List Adjunct Faculty 
Advisors 
Chairs 
Deans 
Directors 
Doctoral Students 
Emeriti 
Faculty 
Full-time Faculty 
Graduate Assistants 
Graduate Students 
Part-time Faculty 
Research Fellows 
Staff 
Student Staff 

Synonym Ring Faculty 
Adjunct 
Adjunct Professor 
Adviser 
Assistant Professor 
Associate Director 
Associate Professor 
Concentration Coordinator 
Director 
Instructor 
Interim Director 
Lecturer 
Senior Lecturer 
TA 
Teacher 
Teacher’s Assistant 
Professor 

 
  



	  

	  

M (MATTER-THEMED FACET)  
SUBJECT: TOPIC The topic that each learning object covers. 
Pick List User Experience Design 

Knowledge Management 
Healthcare Informatics 
Library and Information Science 

Synonym Ring User Experience Design 
UE 
UED 
UXD 
UxD 
XD 
User Experience 
user experience 
User Experience Design process 
User Experience Web Design 
UXDesign 
UxDesign 
UX Design 
UX design 
UX process 

 
E (ENERGY-THEMED FACET)  
FORMAT The action of the archived learning object can best 

be described as a “Format” for this DR. 
Pick List Assigned Materials 

Assignments 
Discussions 
Explorations 
Lectures 
Overviews 
Practices 
Presentations 
Projects 
Quizzes 
Supplemental Materials 
Surveys 

Synonym Ring Presentations 
Class presentation 
Course presentation 
Digital presentation 
Lecture 
MP3 



	  

	  

mp3 
On-screen presentation 
Presentation 
PowerPoint presentation 
Slides 
Topical presentation 
Video 
Visual presentation 

 
S (SPACE-THEMED FACET)  
LIBRARY (may 
change this facet 
to “Research”?) 

Which library the resource is located in, whether a 
physical library, or the “online library” of resources for 
the department. 

Pick List Research Centers 
Research Facilities 
Faculty Presentations 
Faculty Publications 
Student Research  

Synonym Ring Research Facilities 
(If I were to change the facet to “Research”, I would 
include “Library” in this synonym ring) 
Digital Laboratory 
Digital Library 
Lab 
Laboratory 
Library Center 
Project Lab 
Research Lab 
Usability Lab 

 
  



T (TIME-THEMED FACET) 
DATE OF 
PUBLICATION 

Probably to be used by faculty or staff more than 
students, this search facet would also allow for update 
or archival management. 

Pick List Publication Date 
Creation Date 
Archived Date 
Update Date 

Synonym Ring Publication Date 
Date of Publication 
Date Published 
Day Published 
Day of Publication 
Month Published 
Month of Publication 
Pub Date 
Publication 
Publication Day 
Publication Month 
Publication Year 
Published 
Published Date 
Year of Publication 
Year Published 



Annotated Taxonomy 

AA.	  Topic:	  UXD
AA.01.	  Course:	  Content	  Strategy	  I

AA.01.01.	  Concept:	  Content	  Evaluation
AA.01.01.01.	  Content	  Analysis
AA.01.01.02.	  Content	  Audit
AA.01.01.03.	  Content	  Criteria	  
AA.01.01.99.	  Other

AA.01.02.	  Concept:	  Content	  Strategy
AA.01.02.01.	  History
AA.01.02.02.	  Role	  in	  UxD
AA.01.02.99.	  Other

AA.01.03.	  Concept:	  Governance
AA.01.03.01.	  Governance	  Model
AA.01.03.99.	  Other

AA.01.04.	  Concept:	  Message	  Architecture
AA.01.05.	  Concept:	  Style

AA.01.05.01.	  Style	  Guide
AA.01.05.99.	  Other

AA.03.99.	  Other
AA.02.	  Course:	  Content	  Strategy	  II

AA.02.01.	  Concept:	  Content	  Management
AA.02.02.	  Concept:	  Content	  Modeling/Design
AA.02.03.	  Concept:	  Content	  Optimization
AA.02.04.	  Concept:	  Metrics
AA.02.99.	  Other

AA.03.	  Course:	  Information	  Architecture	  I
AA.03.01.	  Concept:	  Labeling
AA.03.02.	  Concept:	  Navigation

AA.03.02.01.	  Process	  flow
AA.03.02.02.	  Wireframe
AA.03.02.99.	  Other

AA.03.03.	  Concept:Organization
AA.03.03.01.	  Blueprint
AA.03.03.99.	  Other

AA.03.04.	  Concept:	  Search
AA.03.99.	  Other

AA.04.	  Course:	  Information	  Architecture	  II	  (or	  Advanced	  IA)
AA.04.01.	  Concept:	  Compliance
AA.04.02.	  Concept:	  Context

AA.04.02.01.	  Understanding	  the	  User



AA.04.02.99.	  Other
AA.04.03.	  Concept:	  IA	  Project

AA.04.03.01.	  Interviewing	  
AA.04.03.02.	  Project	  Brief
AA.04.03.03.	  Project	  Report
AA.04.03.04.	  Recruiting	  
AA.04.03.99.	  Other

AA.04.04.	  Concept:	  Methods
AA.04.04.01.	  Field	  Visit
AA.04.04.02.	  Lo-‐Fidelity	  Prototype	  Testing
AA.04.04.03.	  Usability	  Testing

AA.04.05.	  Concept:	  Support	  IA	  Decisions	  
AA.04.05.01.	  Classification	  Scheme

AA.04.05.01.01.	  Labeling
AA.04.05.01.02.	  Taxonomy

AA.04.05.02.	  Content	  Analysis
AA.04.05.03.	  Site	  Map
AA.04.04.99.	  Other

AA.04.99.	  Other
AA.99.	  Other

AA.	  Other
BB.	  Topic:	  KM

BB.01.	  Course:	  Foundational	  Principles	  of	  Knowledge	  Management
BB.01.01.	  Concept:	  History
BB.01.02.	  Concept:	  Knowledge	  Management	  Lifecycle
BB.01.03.	  Concept:	  Knowledge	  Theories
BB.01.04.	  Concept:	  Models
BB.01.05.	  Concept:	  Significant	  Issues	  in	  KM

BB.01.05.01.	  Best	  Practice
BB.01.05.02.	  Culture
BB.01.05.03.	  Economics
BB.01.05.04.	  Intellectual	  Capital
BB.01.05.05.	  Strategy
BB.01.05.06.	  Sustainable	  Innovation
BB.01.05.99.	  Other

BB.01.99.	  Other
BB.02.	  Course:	  Knowledge	  Assessment	  and	  Evaluation

BB.02.01.	  Concept:	  History
BB.02.02.	  Concept:	  Methods
BB.02.03.	  Concept:	  Practice
BB.02.04.	  Concept:	  Strategy
BB.02.05.	  Concept:	  Theory



BB.02.99.	  Other
BB.03.	  Course:	  Knowledge	  Organization	  Structures,	  Systems,	  and	  Services

BB.03.01.	  Concept:	  Ambiguity
BB.03.01.01.	  Synonym	  Ring
BB.03.01.02.	  Pick	  List
BB.03.01.99.	  Other

BB.03.02.	  Concept:	  Facets	  
BB.03.02.01.	  Facet	  Analysis
BB.03.02.02.	  Facet	  Design
BB.03.02.99.	  Other

BB.03.03.	  Concept:	  Organization
BB.03.03.01.	  	  Hierarchy
BB.03.03.02.	  Notation	  System
BB.03.03.03.	  Taxonomy
BB.03.03.99.	  Other

BB.03.04.	  Concept:	  Semantics
BB.03.04.01.	  Semantic	  Annotation
BB.03.04.02.	  Semantic	  Conflict
BB.03.04.03.	  Semantic	  Network
BB.03.04.99.	  Other

BB.03.99.	  Other
BB.99	  Other

BB.	  Other
CC. Topic:	  HI

CC.01.	  Course:	  Foundations	  of	  Document	  Management
CC.01.01.	  Concept:	  Principles
CC.01.02.	  Concept:	  Practices
CC.01.03.	  Concept:	  Technologies
CC.01.99.	  Other

CC.99.	  Other
CC. Other
ZZ.	  Other



Testing the Taxonomy 

Example	  1:	  

Learning	  Object:	  “Presentation:	  Semantic	  Networks	  (PPT)”	  
• BB.03.04.	  Concept:	  Semantics
• BB.03.04.01.	  Semantic	  Annotation
• BB.03.04.02.	  Semantic	  Conflict
• BB.03.04.03.	  Semantic	  Network

Example	  2:	  

Learning	  Object:	  “Assessment:	  Supporting	  Tasks	  with	  Content,	  Labeling,	  and	  Taxonomy”	  
• AA.04.05.	  Concept:	  Support	  IA	  Decisions
• AA.04.05.01.	  Classification	  Scheme
• AA.04.05.01.01.	  Labeling
• AA.04.05.01.02.	  Taxonomy
• AA.04.05.02.	  Content	  Analysis

Instructions for Using the Taxonomy 

• Structural	  arrangement:	  I	  chose	  to	  arrange	  the	  structure	  of	  this	  taxonomy	  in	  an
alphabetical	  format	  because	  it	  seemed	  the	  most	  logical	  way	  for	  most	  users	  to
access	  all	  of	  the	  elements.	  Since	  this	  taxonomy	  will	  be	  used	  by	  teachers,	  staff,
and	  students	  there	  will	  be	  a	  wide	  range	  of	  familiarity	  levels	  with	  the	  subject
material.	  It	  wouldn’t	  make	  sense,	  therefore,	  to	  arrange	  this	  information
topically,	  or	  hierarchically,	  as	  either	  of	  those	  formats	  would	  depend	  on	  the	  user
having	  prior	  knowledge	  of	  all	  subjects	  offered	  in	  the	  program,	  and	  a	  good	  idea	  of
where	  to	  find	  the	  information	  they	  would	  be	  looking	  for.

o Sample:
BB.02.05. Concept: Significant Issues in KM

BB.02.05.01. Best Practice 
BB.02.05.02. Culture 
BB.02.05.03. Economics 
BB.02.05.04. Intellectual Capital 
BB.02.05.05. Strategy 
BB.02.05.06. Sustainable Innovation 
BB.02.05.99. Other 

• Notational	  features:	  The	  Notations	  are	  set	  up	  in	  a	  Hierarchical	  Notation	  so	  that
the	  organization	  of	  the	  taxonomy	  is	  readily	  apparent.	  I	  set	  the	  notations	  up	  so
that	  the	  concepts	  would	  be	  simple	  and	  discernable	  in	  the	  briefest	  way	  possible.
The	  Semantic	  value	  in	  this	  notational	  system	  is	  the	  alphabetical	  designation	  that
stand	  for	  each	  overarching	  section	  of	  the	  IAKM	  program:	  UXD	  (User	  Experience
Design),	  KM	  (Knowledge	  Management),	  and	  HI	  (Health	  Informatics).	  It	  is



hospitable	  to	  expansion	  (AA-ZZ;	  01-99),	  especially	  when	  combined	  with	  the	  
Ordinal	  values	  that	  follow	  to	  signify	  the	  different	  courses	  and	  express	  the	  
concepts	  within	  each	  section.	  The	  system	  allows	  natural	  and	  comfortable	  
ranking	  of	  those	  items	  within	  this	  specific	  organizational	  structure—much	  	  
like	  a	  user	  would	  see	  in	  the	  Dewey	  Decimal	  System	  at	  a	  library.	  

o Sample:
AA.
AA.01
AA.01.01
AA.01.02
AA.02
AA.02.01
AA.02.01.01
BB
BB.01
BB.01.01
BB.01.02
BB.02
BB.02.01
BB.02.01.01



Data Dictionary Example: People

Title: [Template for Data Dictionary 1: People]
Date: [Created: 8/14/2016]
Description: [This data dictionary defines the properties used to describe the entities that 
make up the People facet in this Digital Repository.]

Element Name Label Definition Comment Examples

identifier ID An unambiguous
reference to
the resource.

A string conforming to date of 
creation of employee record.  
Format:year of creation,
month of creation,
dept. of employment,
# in department.

201608UXD20

personName Name The name of a 
member of the  
faculty, staff, or 
grad. assistant.

The full name of the person, 
formatted as Last name,  
First name.
*If a middle initial is included,
format as: Last name, First name
Middle initial.

Robins, David B.

personPosition Faculty/Staff 
Position

The position
that the person
holds at KSU.

Lists the title of the person’s 
position on campus.

Interim Director

personStatus Employment 
Status

A description of 
the employee’s
status.

Possible listings in this category: 
Full- Time Faculty, Part- Time  
Faculty, Staff, Emeriti.

Full-Time 
Faculty

personDepartment Department  
of Employment

A listing of  
the department 
the employee 
works for.

Possible listings in this category:
UXD, KM, HI.

UXD

personExpertise Expertise A listing of the 
person’s areas of 
expertise.

List the areas of expertise 
as applicable.

Information 
Architecture, 
User Experience 
Design, Web 
Credibility, Web 
Standards, Web 
Accessibility

Metadata Record: People

• Identifier: 201608UXD20
• Name: Robins, David B.
• Faculty/Staff Position: Interim Director
• Department of Employment: UXD
• Employment Status: Full-Time Faculty
• Expertise: Information Architecture, User Experience Design, Web Credibility,

Web Standards, Web Accessibility
• Website URL: https://www.kent.edu/slis/david-b-robins-phd



Mapping the Web Vocabulary: People

Title: [Template for Data Map 1: People]
Date: [Created: 8/19/2016]
Description: [This data map was created by mapping the classes and properties in the data 
dictionary to the vocabulary structure of Schema.org.]

Element Type IAKM DR Schema.org

People class Person Person

Name property personName name

Faculty/Staff Position property personPosition roleName

Employment Status property personStatus EmployeeRole

Department of 
Employment

property personDepartment OrganizationRole

Expertise property personExpertise description

ID property identifier numberedPosition



Data Dictionary Example: Event

Title: [Template for Data Dictionary 2: Event]
Date: [Created: 8/14/2016]
Description: [This data dictionary defines the properties used to describe the entities that 
make up the Event facet in this Digital Repository.]

Element Name Label Definition Comment Examples

eventTitle Title (of 
Event)

The title of  
a course as 
defined in the 
course catalog

The title of each event 
describes what kind of 
event and date.

Faculty Student 
Chat August 2016

eventNumber Event 
Number

The unique 
number 
identifying 
an event.

Each event is numbered 
by date (year and month), 
course name, and module 
#. If more than one event  
in a module, signify with a 
letter at end of number.

201608UXDM3B

eventDateOfArchive Archive Date The date that 
the event was 
archived as a 
learning object.

Formatted as Year, Month, 
Day.

20160814

eventTopic Topic The Topic  
that the event 
covered.

The event’s main topic. Web Accessibility

eventKeyWords Key Words Key Words 
covered in 
the event.

A pick list of Key Words, listing 
what the Event covered.

Visual impairment, 
Audio impairment, 
Transcripts, Voice-
overs

eventCreator Expertise The faculty/staff 
member who 
created the 
event.

List as: Last name, First name, 
Middle initial (if applicable).

Robins, David B.

Metadata Record: Event

• Event Number: 201608UXDM3B
• Event Title: Faculty Student Chat August 2016
• Event Creator: Robins, David B.
• Archive Date: 20160814
• Topic: Web Accessibility
• Key Words: Visual Impairment, Audio Impairment, Transcripts, Voiceovers



Mapping the Web Vocabulary: Event

Title: [Template for Data Map 2: Event]
Date: [Created: 8/19/2016]
Description: [This data map was created by mapping the classes and properties in the data 
dictionary to the vocabulary structure of Schema.org.]

Element Type IAKM DR Schema.org

Event class Course EducationEvent

Event Title property eventTitle name

Event Number property eventNumber productID

Archive Date property eventDateOfArchive Date

Topic property eventTopic description

Creator property eventCreator contributor



Conclusion 

Each item in this DR was carefully thought through and vetted by peer 
review, as an essential part in creating a Knowledge Management System 
that is actually useful to a large group of people, with elements and 
structure laid out in the most intuitive manner possible. 

As we learned in this course, the more familiar a user of a system is with 
the subject matter included in the data, the more useful the search 
functions and data results will be to the user. The intent of this report is not 
only to outline how we completed this project, but also to familiarize the 
user of the DR created with the underlying structure and decisions that 
were made to create this tool for them.  

A good KOS is also never finished. It is a living organism that requires  
active maintenance and evaluation to remain relevant and operable.  
The design of each element is meant to allow growth of the DR as the 
program requires. The directions included in this document should allow 
future users to maintain the DR in a manageable and effective manner, 
thus allowing the organization of their Learning Objects to maintain the 
robust searchability, retrieval, and review functions that the DR is meant  
to provide. 

Jane Lockhart is a User Experience Designer in South Bend, Indiana. 
She is currently working to obtain a master’s degree in UXD at Kent 
State University. She works at a design agency in Michigan as well 
as on a freelance basis. Jane lives with her husband and three very 
fat cats. She and her friends write a blog about things to do in South 
Bend, called Getting Bent, https://gettingbent.com. 
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Each branch of the map is divided by a different color to differentiate the separate nodes that describe each Facet in the Semantic Network. These colors are shown at 100% saturation.

FACETS:

Under each Facet, the Semantic Network branches out into a visual representation of the semantic relationships developed for the Digital Repository. With each step down in the tree, the branches of the Semantic Network are labeled with their relational definition.  

RELATIONAL DEFINITIONS: Search by; Is an instance of; Is an example of; Is a kind of; A concept of; Is a kind of; a type of (each of these are shown on the connecting lines between relationships.

Because of the specifically vertical structure of each branch in the Semantic Map, I was able to eliminate arrows on the connecting lines as a navigational element, because the flow is visualized with the design. As the relationships are expanded, each layer of the Semantic Network is shown in a de-
scending visualiation, along with a desaturation of the color of the node for each branch of the tree. 
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